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Body text printed in Times New Roman, 11 pt. Throughout this book, double quotation
marks (��) are used for �quotations� (set always in italics), single marks (��) for otherwise
non-emphasized text of �so-called� and �so-to-say� character (except when used for quotati-
ons inside quotations). Quotations are introduced once with a single �-mark and ended with a
�-mark (to break with the American tradition to introduce every paragraph in a quotation
with a �-mark, but never closing it, which, strictly speaking, is an �unterminated string er-
ror�). Entire sentences or paragraphs of quoted text are rendered in 10 pt font and left inden-
tation.  Any addition to quoted text is rendered non-italic and surrounded by [brackets], so
are added omission ellipses [�], which could otherwise not be distinguished from ellipses in
the original. Titles of books and journals are set in italics without quotation marks. Refe-
rences have the order: a) books: author(s)/editor(s), title, [volume,] [edition,] [publishing
house,] town year[, pages]; b) journals: author(s), [�title of article�], name of journal, vo-
lume[(issue)] (year)[, pages] (items in brackets optional). All references to the original
English version of Hilberg�s book were added by the translator.


